IEP Outcomes Meeting on April 8th - 9:00 - 12:00. Lutherbrook Academy.

In Attendance:

Mike Otte, Jerry Douglas, Nicole Davenport, Susan Bower, Paul Nijensohn, Sarah Sebert.
Phone: Cheryl Blaha, Fred Kubicek

Went over summary from last meeting and also went over form letter that Fred had created. The purpose of the form letter is to have accountability from the home districts. A twice revised form letter will be emailed to everyone on this committee to read and critique and make any additions or subtractions.

It was discussed that in order to come up with appropriate and measureable goals, we need clear and concise information from the district. We need to know what interventions were tried for this student and what information led them to out of district placement.

From this point we discussed what to do with this information after the private facility receives it. We want to come up with criteria that is needed to write appropriate and measureable goals. Mike is checking to see if someone can come in to our next meeting to help with writing criteria for our IEP outcomes.

Agenda items for next Month's meeting (May 19th, 9:00 - 12:00 at Lutherbrook)

1. Form letter critiqued
2. Come up with criteria for IEP outcomes
3. Review sample IEPs
4. Review % of goals achieved
5. Also a common language summary of meaning for "IEP outcomes"